
The gateway to 
the digital world 
for efficient project 
management

Logo j-Platform Project Portal



Digitalize every 
project with Logo 
j-Platform’s Project 
Portal

For companies with large numbers of projects and intense project workloads, software support is very 
important. The Project Portal module, which works within the web-based Logo j-Platform ERP solution and 
is designed for medium and large scale businesses, enables businesses to carry out all of their projects, 
smoothly and in a coordinated way.

Logo j-Platform Project Portal



The key to successful project management:
Logo j-Platform Project Portal

Running multiple projects at the same time with many stakeholders is the common point of many 
businesses operating in different sectors such as educational institutions, architecture offices, and 
logistics companies. Every project comes with different content, scope, targets, and teams which 
makes managing projects manually very difficult.

The Project Portal module, which works as part of the Logo j-Platform solution, allows the management 
of all projects in the digital environment and integrated with ERP data, therefore rendering the whole 
project’s processes to be more efficient and reliable. The module can be used in every business 
which performs sector-independent project management and is the key to successful and standards-
based project management.

Project teams become more 
efficient with Logo j-Platform
Project Portal module!



What are the advantages 
of Logo j-Platform Project 
Portal for your business?

Project management from a single point

Ability to simultaneously manage multiple projects with full control

Increase the efficiency of project teams

Continuous control on project processes

Efficient management of project resources



Efficient coordination and management to
meet the project needs
Businesses that run multiple projects simultaneously, project teams should be coordinated 
together and there must be absolute control over targets and processes at all times, 
in order to successfully complete projects. The Project Portal, which runs on the web-
based Logo j-Platform ERP, allows monitoring all of your projects from a single point for 
completely digital project coordination and control. This makes the instant monitoring of 
project progress possible, as well as problems encountered and any possible delays.

Efficiency increases are made possible by monitoring 
all projects from a single point!

Planning and analysis tools for efficient projects
Planning tasks and workloads of project teams is a critical stage for projects. Logo j-Platform 
Project Portal module allows you to assign tasks, define control units and generate 
timelines. In addition, project develops becomes possible to run efficiency analyses and 
necessary changes are applied in a timely manner.

End-to-end digital project management!



Successful projects thanks to accurate 
and up-to-date data!

ERP compliance
The ability to plan and run projects according to available resources is one of the key 
factors to ensure project success. Therefore, using the most up-to-date information from 
the planning stage makes generating and running more reliable projects possible. The 
Project Portal module, which runs within the Logo j-Platform ERP solution, ensures that all 
data flows remain up-to-date at all times.
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What are the advantages 
of the Logo j-Platform 
Project Portal module for 
your business?

A better decision-making mechanism

Project deliveries on time and within budget

Efficient cooperation among all shareholders

Consistent project data thanks to ERP integration




